Hot-Selling spare parts for Gerber auto cutting machines

Company profile
Favorable is the leader of spare parts for plotter, spreader and cutter machine, our parts
are especially suitable for Gerber, Lectra, Bullmer, Yin, FK, IMA, Investronica, Kuris,
Graphtec, etc. We have nearly 20 years experienced in parts design and fabrication.
Advanced production technology and detection ability can ensure the high-qualified
products and fast delivery capability. At the same time, we also agent some other related
products to meet customers’ needs, like motors and some electronics parts.
We have engaged in this industry for over 16 years, and right now becoming the leader in
this industry replying on below facts:
- Plenty stock of the parts, so can keep competitive price and immediate delivery
- Reliable high quality parts, it is our company mission making sure each products reliable
- Competitive price
- Professional machine and parts knowledge, so can provide professional service to
different customers

Advantages of Favorable Company
1. We have more than 95% spare parts and consumables in stock; you can get the parts
which you need in short time without waiting.
2. We have senior engineer team with 15 years of experiences who can supply free
technical support when you face with technical issues.
3. We can provide fast delivery. We can deliver the goods to you within 4 hours by
international express after get your payment.
4. We are supplying spare parts and consumables over 65 countries and over 10 of the
top 500 enterprises, such as Boeing, Benz, BMW, Honda, Toyota, Adidas, Victoria’s
secret, Cheers……
5. We will constantly improve the quality of product to reduce 40% ~ 60% cost to
maximize your profit.
6. We had developed the grinding stone and blade recently which the lifetime is 5 times
longer than normal product and it will improve 10% capacity and the quality of tailor.
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